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Dukes Accept
Regional Bid
By BYRON L. MATSON '
A dream has come true for
Coach Campanelll and the varsity basketball team. Last
Wednesday the Dukes were Invited to the NCAA play-off
In the Southern Region to be
held this Wednesday evening
In Nashville, Tennessee. This
is truly an appropriate finish
to a fine season and a tribute to the players and coaches and all people Involved
with the basketball program.
After the discouraging loss
to Randolph-Macon It appeared that all was lost as far as
a play-off bid was concerned.
The Dukes are in the South
Atlantic Region of the NCAA
and if a bid was to come
it was expected to come from
this region
but the NCAA
decided to switch Madison to

the Southern Region and offer
a bid. "No one was more
surprised than me," commented Coach Campanelll after
the announcement. The coach feels that the win over
The Citadel carried a bit more
weight than the VCAA championship, which is Just In its
first year.
Madison opens up against
powerful Flsk University at
their home court In Nashville.
Avlctory over Fisk will put
the Dukes up against nationally ranked Tennessee State
on Friday. The team is flying down to Nashville Tuesday
morning to prepare for the
tournment. Sam Baker and
the WMRA crew will be there
to present the coverage which
will begin Wednesday night
at 7:50 p.m.

Become Aware
Many people feel they have
had their consciousness raised when they become aware
of the discrimination and oppression our society directs
towards women. This is part of Consciousness Raising
as a process but it is not
the intense personal experience of being a member of
a CR group. It Is one thing to know about discrimination and quite another to
thread your way through your
own and other women's experiences.
A CR group consists of
a small number of women
who meet regularly to discuss their experiences as women In our society. Here,
at Madison, we already have
enough women for two groups
but we are looking forward
to forming many more.
The Purpose of these groups is SUPPORT.
CR is
not an attack or encounter
group. There are no leaders.
We are all leaders and experts on our own lives. As
sisters our goals may be
ennumerable, but here are
some generalizations:
To Identify the problems
of our lives and cpme to
see, through shared Insights,
that they are not unique to
individuals but rather the
problems of the society.

To recognize sex role stereotyping and what It has
done to us. To find ways
of dealing with It.
To end our isolation from
other women.
To discover valid ways of
dealing with our anger and
frustration. The first step
is knowing that others share
It with you.
To discover the "existential courage" It takes to
live a fulfilling, satisfying life as a self actualizing human
being.
If you would like to Join
a Consciousness Raising Group, contact Pat Woodson,
5641 or Dulce Coutts 4333271. The next meeting will
be held this Thursday, March
7, at 8:00 p.m. in Room 5
of the Library.

Election Hours
The elections for all major
S.G.A. offices will be held on
Tuesday March 5. R.M.H.,
showaiter, and all day students
will vote In the post office
lobby between the hours of
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Elections will be held In
each residence hall between
the hours of 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
the S.G.A. office no later
than 10 p.m. Tuesday, March
5. Ballots will not be accepted after 10 p.m. Tuesday
March 5.

The Port Road Phillips 66 is one of the
many Harrisonburg gas retailers who has
been forced to close the pumps lately be-

r

cause of the shortage in the area in the
last several weeks. See page five for related photos.
Photo by John Henkel

World Briefs

* * Seven former Nixon aides
were Indicted by a federal grand Jury Friday, March 1—
H.R. Haldeman, John Erllchmann, John Mitchell, Charles
Colson, Robert Mardian, Gordon Strachan and Kenneth Parkinson. Along with the Indictments, federal Judge John
Silica was presented with a
secret report by the grand Jury which described a belief
mat President Nixon is involved In the conspiracy to obstruct Justice In the Watergate
controversy.

* * The long-disputed energy
bill which could Impose fuel
price rollbacks and would allow President Nixon rationing
powers was flnaUy passed by
a vote of 258-151 In the House
on Wednesday, Feb. 28. However, the President Is expected to veto the bill since he
does not agree with the price
rollback provision.
* * A Va. General Assembly
Committee killed a resolution
to ratify the Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution
on Wednesday, Feb. 28. According to the Washington Post,

1

the chief reason behind the defeat of the resolution was the
receipt of a confidential memo
which was sent by the state
attorney general's office suggesting that the resolution would require common facilities
such as bathrooms for men
and women. However, the
memo conflicts with the conclusions of a Joint SenateHouse Committee task force"
that said common facilities
would not be required under
the amendment because the
right of privacy would supercede It.
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Editorial And
Pog.,2,3 Opinion Page
On The Lighter Side
by Gregory Byrne

The Bug and I
The other day I discovered
a situation that brought chills
to my spine and fear to my
heart. It was like some monsterous deja-vu wrung out of
all the crazlness that has gone
down In the past two years.
I was sitting down at my typewriter to try and hash out
an article of some sort or other, when I noticed a raspy
metallic sound Issuing from
the works somewhere under
the hood of the machine. Upon
Investigating, I found that someone had placed a bug In my
typewriter, and that It was rattling on some complicated piece of machinery or other.
This is not to say that this
realization hit me all at once
In some kind of divine revelation. At first I was mystified
by the sllverlsh object adhering to my SCM electric. At
first I thought It was archy
the cockroach, sent by the
ghost of Don Marquis to haunt
me for what I'd done to his two
characters last week. Then
I re-consldered the matter,
slncel'd never seen a cockroach quite like that before
(although I've had vast experience at cockroach gazing since I came to Madison. It seems that the administration
thinks that

roaches

and

rats are good for the average
student's health.) In any event, It seemed unlikely that
this blob of steel and wire could be the result of any organic
process or parent.
With Increasing curiosity, I
removed the device and held
It up to the light for Inspection.
Turning it over, I searched the
back for identifying marks,
and found inscribed in tiny,
cramped, lettering, "Property
of the Republican Party. Manufactured by LT.T., a growing
subsidiary of the G.O.P."
In righteous anger I raced to
the phone and tried to contact
the Campus Young Republicans, which is not an easy thing to do. For some reaon,
the listening end of the phone
had a dull, hollow ringing sound to it. It took five tries before I actually got connected
with the head honcho for the
group, and men I wished I
hadn't.
■Hello?" I said.
■It never rains in Southern
California.»
•What?*
•Mary had a little lamb.*
'Urn...whose fleece was white as snow."
•Why the hell didn't you respond to the first password? I
almost hung up on you."

•Well, Just forgot, I guess."
■Don't let it happen again.
Your instructions are as follows, and listen carefully,
'cause I won't repeat myself.
Go to Kon Ley and get yourself a red wig; something inconspicuous. Then take a taxi
to a spot about 12 miles from
The Port Republic exit. You'll
find a phone booth about 300
yards off 81. Go there at midnight for three nights running
and wait for further instructions. By the way, Mr. "N"
personally told me that you're
doing one helluva job.*
•Yeah, well, God and country and all that. What kind of
Job is it now?*
•You know I cant tell you
that. What does it matter anyway?"
•Forget it. See you later."
I hung up, madder than ever,
and frightened because I knew
that those swine would know
within minutes that It had been
me on the phone and not whoever it was supposed to be.
Doffing a coat, I hurried over
to the Republicans hang-out
and burst in the door, probably looking slightly insane and
wasted over. The gang --as all
there.
•Okay, you guys," I said,
"I've had It with you. You've
plagued me since '68 in one
way or the other, and this,(waving the now-useless bugging devece), "is the last straw."
«What do you mean?" the
head geek replied with a mock-innocence beyond his acting capability.
•This bug in my typewriter!*
I shrieked. "Freedom of the
press!*
•We don't know what you're
talking about. Honest, we
didn't even know that those
seven Cuban transfer students at V.P.L were on campus here that night!!"

Letter to the Editor :

Business Dept. ChoiceKnowledge or Coverage?
Dear Editor:
To all prospective business
majors: If your goal at Madison Is simply to obtain your
business degree. Just follow
these suggestions and you'll
have It made.
a) Never try to learn or understand any concept you think
Is important.
b) Abide entirely by the professor's wishes & whims.
c) Use memorization as
your most valuable tool.
d) Spend equal amounts of
time studying major& minor
points.
Naturally, If anybody followed those steps, their college
education would lack a most
essential' Ingredient called understanding. But unfortunately
many business students along
with myself go by these very
rules to receive their precious
grades.
Why has the business department neglected to give students a thorough knowledge of
business fundamentals? Answer-MATERIAL COVERAGE
I know for a fact that each professor has a required number
of chapters to cover each semester. It doesn't matter if
each chapter could be studied
for a week or a day. The state
evaluators like Madison's coverage which most likely re-

sults In the coverage requirements, but is that so important? I think not.
Let me ask present business
majors this—Who do you talk
to when you want to discuss
your future occupation? If you
find some professor who Is
willing to talk to you, how effectively did he answer your
questions? It's surprising to
find out Just how little many
business professors know about the application of their
subjects.
In conclusion, It is my opinion that it Is left up to the
student to decide what and how
to study for their degree. Of

course, when only 11 out of 22
professors have their doctorlal degrees, this may have an
influence on the quality of lectures. Dont get me wrong, I
wouldn't trade anything for
some classes Pve had, but I'm
sorry to say these have been
few and far between.
It Is not the purpose of this
article to simply be a nonconforming one but to point
out that Just because the professor's main concern seems
to be tests, grades, and coverage it doesn't have to be the
students'. To express mysincereity, during Spring break
Continued on Page 4
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KubrickV'Paths of Glory"
structure contributes much to
offset the possible demurrer
that the film is simplistlcally
anti-war.

ling the surface of the moon
and bathed in soft light by that
same moon. Dimly discernible
Sunday's film offering. Stanin front of the men is the skeley Kubrick's "Paths of Gloleton of a downed plane; a flare
ry*, a 1957 production, was not
Granted, Colonel Dax, as plagoes up, drenching the whole
widely attended to when first
yed by Kirk Douglas, sometiscene in garish brilliance, not
released. But time seems to
mes sounds a mite self-rightonly revealing more fully the
have allowed "Paths* to be gieous as the dauntless defender
twisted wreck of the plane but
ven the praise It patently deof the downtrodden enlisted
the
twisted wreck of a dead
serves. In the first place, his
man, but, In this film, action
soldier
as well.
subsequent work, which Incluspeaks louder than words, and,
m
short,
it may be said that
des such popular or controin fact, help give the words a
•Paths
of
Glory"
Is not a film
versial films as «Lollta», certain conviction
for
the
faint
of
heart
or the st•Dr. Strangelove", "2001",
rong
on
military
endeavor.
It
and «A Clockwork Orange",
Kubrick's Direction
is
a
film,
however,
that
memhas naturally aroused Interest
For one thing, the three "sc- orably fulfills the line of poeIn Kubrick's first feature lenapegoat*
soldiers actually be- try from which its title Is derighth endeavor. Secondly, the
have
the
way
flawed human be- ved: "The paths of glory lead
thawing of the Cold War with
ings
would
behave,
especially but to the grave."
an attendant reluctance to wein
a
flawed
situation--they
fiar one's flag on one's sleeve
ght,
they
grovel,
they
fly
into
or anywhere above belt level
hysteria. Secondly, Director
has made "Paths" now seem
Kubrick depicts the brutality
both more seasonable and moof war and Its concomitant pore reasonable.
litics with ruthless visual forCertainly the film arrived at
San Francisco Bay Area eace. For Instance, dramatic daa propitious time for those prrly
rock music is still popular
rk-light contrasts are emploesent at the Feb. 24 screening
every
Saflrday night, 11 p.m.yed throughout as If to underof "Ballad ofa Soldier*, since,
2
a.m.,
on Jim Lee's The Joint
line the total grlmness of war
K the Russian film defines the
Committee,
Part n.
as actually fought against war
tragedy of war, "Paths" defiJim's
four
years at Madison
nes It evil, the maggotty poll- as falsely glorified.
mirror
busy
times. Social and
Kubrick, In fact, tends to Intics under the rock of pretendservice
activities,
awards and
tensify this light contrast
Jd honor and noble sacrifice.
offices,
student
jobs
and spowithin a single scene or frame
rts
(karate,
white
belt),
dormof action in order to heighten
Synopsis of Plot
life
as
well
as
business
major
impact. For instance, in one
and
broadcasting
minor
classcene, we are shown a night
Briefly, "Paths" deals with a
ses
make
up
Jim's
college
dapatrol crawling across no
French regiment in World War
ys.
Put
to
work
by
a
shortman's land, a terrain resembI which is forced into trying to
handed news team during an
take a German position aptly Innocent: visit to the WMRA
called "the ant hill", an attstudios, Jim began his several
empt which, if successful, will
years as a WMRA announcer.
TOP LP's This Week:
advance the ambitions of the
■The Joint Committee* show
Bob Dylan—Planet Waves
regimental commander, Genas
well as program "Specials*
Jonl Mitchell—Court & Speral Mlreau. The of fensive stwork
has filled his Senior year
ark
alls, and the frustrated Mlrwith
announcing.
In explaining
Carly Simon—Hotcakes
eau, with the ready concurrenJohn Denver—Greatest Hits
ce of his immediate superior,
Barbra Streisand—The Way
sees to it that three enlisted
We Were
men are picked to be court
Yes—Tales of Topographic
martlalled as an example to
Oceans
the whole regiment They are
Jim Croce—You Don't Mess
casually and callously "railAround With Jim
Gultar,Banjo,and
roaded" Into a conviction in
Paul McCartney & WingsFiddle classes
spite of the vigorous defense
Band On The Run
Country,Bluegrass
efforts of their line commandMike Oldfleld — Tabular
Blues Harmonica
er, Colonel Dax, and quickly
Bells
Finest instruction
meet their end before a firing
Elton John—Goodbye Yellow
available
squad.
Brick Road
lSfcWaujauSt.
A mere synopsis of the action
. 43*-5
lardly does Justice to "Paths",
lowever. Much of the film's
BOLD. BEAUTIFUL
indenlable power arises from
ART CARVED
«ooM.$80
i taut screenplay (collaborBRIDAL
BANDS
«,»»$75
ted on by Kubrick, James ThStunning textured design in 14K gold.
ompson, and Calder WlllingSmooth finish borders Boldly romantic
An Art Carved designer's creation especially
lam, the last a Southern noveltor a happy twosome.
ist of no mean talent) and som<
Prices may change due to
ine editing to boot. The tight
fluctuating Gold prices.
Free engraving with all art
carved wedding bands.
"Your Hometown Jeweler Away From Home"
By Robin McNallie

■I *'

Jim Lee

Photo By John Henkel

Meet The WMRA DJ's
the three successive "Committee" shows, Jim says the unifying factor Is that "the music is directed toward the progressive side — rock and
blues." His show features Hot
Tuna, Jefferson Airplane, Steve Miller and others. The three hour format begins with
current rock hits and works
back to early rock-era sounds.
The hour between 1 a.m. and
2 a.m. usually Is filled with a
surprise special. Dick Gregory comedy with 60's protest songs, Stephen Stills beginnings 'til now exemplify so-

me of the specials. Three Dog
Night win definitely serve as
a subject for the near future.
Jim Lee's show is Informal
and "dyno", with an air of
•anything can happen on a
good-time Saturday night" So,
have a good time and listen to
•The Joint Committee", Part
11,11pm. -2 a.m.

Burger Chef
305 N. Mason St
A Meal for Everyone

ELUE RIDGE
MUSIC
EMFORUM

LOOK
INSIDF

JEWEL BOX

DIAMOND SPECIALISTS FOR OVER SO YEARS

V

4T

COSMETICS
Love - Max Factor - Yardey
Dubarry - London Look

If you really want to
know us-look inside...
Don't Judge us by our cover.
Of •■ Tborsdiy,
Friday NiUs

HOSTETTER'S
DRUG STORE
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Letter Cont.
Continued from Page 2
I will be attending business classes at two different universities (Tampa University and
University of Va.) If my findings are what I suspect, my
only regret is that it took three
years of Madison for me to
come to the realization. But
to compensate for the regret,
Its not too late for me to change my way of 'learning'.
Name withheld by request

Warren Scholarship

Whoops! Here today and gone tomorrow!! The
young lady is no doubt puzzled by the recent disappearance of the vending machines in the library.
For that matter, so are we. What was a practical
and highly sensible idea has vanished from sight
without a word of explanation.

The Percy H. Warren Senior
Women's Honor Society will
be awarding a $50 scholarship
on Founders Day, March 29,
to a deserving senior who has
applied to graduate school.
The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of academic standing, financial need, and Departmental recommendations. Also, either sex
is eligible.
Applications will be available from Brenda Latlmer
(Box 1615, Phone 4215) by the
end of this week.
Interested persons should
obtain applications before
Spring Break since they will
be due by noon of March 22.

The librarians are furnished with the same stock
reply. "President Carrier ordered them taken out,"
we are told. So where are the mysterious machines
today?
Hillcrest, possibly?
Photo by Bill White

Letter*Where Are the Snaek Machines?

DIAL 434-8650

I trust the seriousness and
Implications of this problem
to be all too obvious. What
then can we students do about
this problem and others like
it?
We can be Interested
enough to get with the S.G.A.
and make It a viable force
to be - dealt with. I say "get
with" and "make it a viable
force" because at present we i
haven't and it isn't. For those
genuinely concerned about their education and the results,
active support of S.G.A. Is the
only meaningful alternative.
Thank you for your left to right
eye movement and by the way
S.G.A. elections are today..
Vote?
Sincerely,
Alan Julich
Box 1736

PRESCRIPTIONS — FILM

Generation Gap

amount of time there besides.
Dear Editor:
It has been quite evident that
Recently the soft drink and
these machines and the idea
snack machines were removed
from the library. This came behind them were well recieved and proved quite succas quite a shock to me. I work
essful. So why were the main the library and spend a fair
chines taken out and under
***************************** whose direction? After a bit
of inquiry, I found that It was
Dr. Carrier and Vice Pres.
* Nelson who made this decision. Why did he make such
* a decision that was in clear
# opposition to student interest.
* They felt the machines were

* When You Think Of Jewelry*

Think of

I Wilson Jewelers
Your Registered Jeweler

*
*
*

In Downtown Harrison burg
$***************************#

Inappropriate in the "Presidents Room" of the library.
This is ridiculous. The judgement of appropriatenesses
a matter of personal opinion,
however, Dr. Carrier's decision raises a question of
paramount Importance for the
furture of this school. Who In
the hell is this school for?
The administration's answer
to this is obvious: Whoever
and whatever Madison College
is for, it certainly is not
students.

HUGHES' PHARMACY, INC
1021 South Main Street

K/t^TTE/KUNO-FU!

COSMETICS — STATIONERY
CANDIES — GREETING CARDS

Big G, Subs
and

Pizza

1010 S. Main St.

\>*

433-1667
(across from College)
The new screen
excitement that
gives you the
biggest kick
off your life!

3<tC

one

?OC

HOUSE of BEAUTY
HAIRSTYLING
and

/

MERLE NORMAN

Bruce lee

INTERNATIONAL CHEESE
AND GIFT SHOP

every limb of his body is a lethal weapon in

Fists of Fury
National General Pictures presents Bruce lee in "FISTS OF FURY"
Produced by Raymond Chow • Screenplay and Direction by LoWei
Color • A National General Pictures Release (S-j

Wednesday, March 6. WILSON AUDITORIUM
7 & 9p.m. Ad mission--50? and I.D. required

6

COSMETICS

One Stop
for Complete
Beauty Care

3-121]
CHEESE AND CHEESE PRODUCTS
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC
ALSO MANY UNUSUAL GIFTS
:

765 East Market Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia
Phone 434-4892
Near Cloverleaf Shopping
Center and Rolling Hills
Shopping Center
30C
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Waiting for Gas
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SGA Presidential Candidates Express Views
Platforms And Qualifications Reiterated
Mark Goode

Mark Goode

Bob Bergaust

. Wes Welch

Carol Lempe

The S.G.A. should serve as a
sounding board for the students; a place for them to discuss their problems.
—Orderly and constructive
meetings. Far too often there
is a drastic lack of order prevailing in S.G.A. meetings.
In the face of chaos little progress can be made. To make
the wisest use of time and to
Increase productivity order
must be restored to S.G.A.
meetings.
Continued on Page 7

Mark Goode Is a write in
candidate |pr the office of President of the Student Government Association. He realizes the need for a new, active
government to replace the old
do nothing organization. A great deal of time and effort will
be required to establish a strong, active government and
Mark Is willing to meet this
challenge. Remember, however, this challenge can only
be met If he receives your support. Mark Goode advocates:
--A wise use and allocation
of funds. A fair and Just allocation system for campus activities is of major concern
at Madison College. This year
a large portion of the funds
entrusted to the S.G.A. went
unused. This is a drastic waste. This money belongs to the
STUDENTS! We, as students,
realize there are many areas
/where this money could be used and I believe we should
use it.
—A closer relationship between the students and the
S.G.A. In past years the S.G.A.
has been an organization separate from the students. The
students don't know what the
S.G.A. is doing and aren't quite sure how to find out. This
misunderstanding is the breeding ground for resentment.

Carol Lempe
I have served as a Senator
in Student Government this year. From this experience I
have had the opportunity to
witness first hand why SGA
has failed to fulfill its function of operating as a positive force within the Campus
community.
Part of the reason for this
failure stemmed from no communication between the Senate and the student. Without
communication thereexists
no representation; without re^
presentation there can be no
Student Government. In addition to the Communication
problem, this year's Executive Council and Senate experienced dissension among
its own members, with several groups of students, and
with administrative officials.
With the adoption of the new
representation policy,
the
communication problem is practically solved. However,
in order for this new procedure to be effective, students must elect strong, exContlnued on Page 8

Wes Welch
In the Past, SGA, has concentrated on increasing student privileges. I believe that
it is now time for SGA to
move into the area of academics. We must evaluate the
curriculum, determine if changes are necessary, and add
courses which are truly relevant. I favor adding to the curriculum short, non-credit
courses which are of a prac-

and Pappagallo lovers have a
look—a cachet Jjk^ ~"tnat
suggests they know the difference between a silent butler
I

mm\

and a . JS&L dumb waiter;

f,£iM

V

veneer and Vermeer,.
seers and Sears; Baggies and
baguettes. King Kong
and King Lear;

_■

?zm

ermine and vermine,

Coiffures
Lorren

Berlitz and Berlioz.
<Z^K

Mezzanine Floor
Hoatetter Bldg.
103 S. Main Street

, INC
QUALITY FOOTWEAR

(

SHOP FOR PAPAGALLO; FRONT ROW
^

-MM

'

MM

IK

The Latest in
Hair Shaping
& Styling
At

3«K
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tical nature. Examples of these type courses could be
minor automotive repairs, crafts, elementary electronics,
cooking, and consumer protection.
I favor establishing criteria
for the distribution of funds
to deserving clubs and organizations. Factors such as service, contribution to the college, and contribution to the
community could be used to
establish these criteria.
I will work with the administration, and help finance, If
necessary, the Installation of
cable television in all dormitory lounges.
I will work closely with the
Com routing Students Association to deal with problems commuters face,and to attempt
to get commuters Involved In
Student Government.
I will look Into the posi-billty of establishing a legal
service on campus, which would aid students confronted
with legal troubles.
I will work with the Admissions Office to get the remaining snags out of the registration procedures.
I will attempt to get an automated post office for the
first floor of the campus center, which would dispense stamps and envelopes, and could
be used any time the Campus
Center is open.
This is not a complete list
of my goals, but is an indication of the priorities I feel
are^mportant. With your help,
these goals can be accomplished.

Bob Bergaust
This is it, Madison. You have the chance to vote for a
president of your student government that will show you
and this campus what a college education is all about
The other candidates for Executive Council (save my running mate, Jeff Pheffer for
Vice President), are babbling
about cosmetics and student
privileges. I effectively communicate with sincerity and
authority when I speak of
academics and student rights.
You have a right to a qualitative educational experience.
You have a right to be the decision maker In curriculum
Continued on Page 7 ■
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VALLEY
NUTRITION
CENTER
"Your Health Food
Store"
51 F. Elizabeth St.
(Next to Post Office)
Open:
Mon. Thru Sat., 9:30 - 5:00
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V.P. Contenders
Present Ideas
Steve Holley
As you vote today for your
new S.G.A. Vice-President,
ask yourself these questions- Who has the most experience
In S.G.A. affairs? Who has represented student opinions and
problems In front of college
administrators more than any
other vice-presidential candidate? Who not only has the firmness in presenting student
problems and issues to the administration, but also the administration's respect due to
his past performance and experience?
After a few moments of thought, the most logical answer is
Stephen Holley. My experience
has proven valuable In dealing
with the problems that you as
students have in that it gives
me the confidence necessary
In presenting vital issues to
the Madison College administration. However, my experience Is of little worth unless I am elected today as the
next S.G.A. Vice-President.
My platform Is not loaded with
intellectual rhetoric or ambl-

guous, vague, or meaningless
terms. It Is a platform that Is
understandable and, most important, it is a platform that
can be effectively implemented If I am elected.
Financially, I feel that the
SGA. can best serve the students by spending funds for both social and educational projects. The S.G.A. this past year has found itself sitting on
$25,000 with the goal of beneflttlng all of the students with
each expenditure. Realistically speaking, It is next to Impossible to use S.G.A. funds to
benefit every single student
with every single expenditure.
Therefore, S.G.A. must make
an effort to alter this policy
with a new goal in mind of trying to spend the funds wisely
so that all students will eventually benefit from their Activity Funds.
Educationally, I feel that an
area that S.G.A. can aid through funding is the Library.
Since the State of Virginia finds it financially unable to
support the CoUege Library,
Bergaust, cont. from Page 6 the S.G.A. could grant funds
changes. You have a right to specif lcallly in the periodicals
be the force to be reckoned
and microfilm departments.
wlth--not the administration,
S.G.A. could also set aside
not the board of trustees, not
Goode, cont. irom Page 6
the alumni association--but,
—Establishment of a judicial
you the student.
advisory committee under the
Why has Madison failed to
S.G.A. Student senators on thpromote an educational enviis committee will be weU Inron m ent that prepares the stuformed
on Madison College judent for the future of the Comdicial
proceedings.
Their purmonwealth, let alone, the Napose will be to help those stution? Why has Madison failed
to realize that a college edu- dents seeking advice before a.
hearing.
cation must emphasize the re—A close relationship betwsponsibility the student has to
een dormitories and the S.G.A.
this community? Why has MaNext year each dorm will be
dison been cited by the Amrepresented In the S.G.A. It
erican Association of Univeris Important, therefore, to pasity Professors for Indiscritch any differences between
minate ry hiring and firing prthe Dorm Councils and '
actices?
The reasons are painfully ob- S.G.A. and to work togethei
for the common interest of
vious: the hands of the student
the students.
*
body are tied behind its back;
Mark Goode is a candidate
the eyes of the student body
for the students. He realizes
have been blinded by the admithe problems Involved and lonistration's flame of Indifferoks forward to working with
ence; the ears of the student
the students and administrabody echo with a pathetic resotion
in solving these problems.
nance that hardly suggests that
On
Tuesday,
March 5, writeIt has heard what colleges are
in Mark Goode for S.G.A. Prdoing In this country; the mind
esident.
of the student body has ceased
to function. The student body
has, In effect, become a
corpse.
If you want to be educated In
a coffin, then do not vote for
me. If you want a student government that will resurrect
the student body, then vote Bob
Bergaust for President and
Jeff Pheffer for Vice President. This Is It, Madison.

Holly
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Steve Holley

Jeff Pheffer

an area for the current bestseUers, which could be done
through S.G.A. funding.
As far as dormitories are concerned, I feel that strong emphasis be placed on security in
order to safeguard against the
unnecessary and costly vandalism of College property. Perhaps, with the help of the InterHall Council, a Campus Security and Safety Committee
could be established In order
to solve this current problem.
Another area of interest that
I have adopted, with regard to
dormitories, Is the representative system that will go Into
effect In the faU. In order for
the student body to have the
best representation on campus
I feel that a strict attendance
policy be adopted. The policy
that I have In mind would have
the respective Senator who has
violated the attendance policy
reported to his respective House Council. The House Council could then take steps to correct the matter. This policy
would enable the business of
the Student Government to be
carried out in the shortest possible time.
°

Under the new S.G.A. Constitution, the Vice-President
•assumes the presidential duties of the Executive Council and the Student Senate
In the abscence of the President. He shall also serve as a
llason between the Inter-Hall
Council and the Student Government." If these are the only
duties that are constitutionally
required of the Vice-President then why does his office offer him a ten hour-a-week work scholarship? If I am elected to the office of Vice-President, I will offer to the new
Executive Council added tasks
that the Vice-President can
perform. If these duties are
not acceptable to the new Exexutive Council then I will not
accept the work scholarship.
In serving as a senator, a
member of both the Commission on Student Services and
the Commission on Planning
and Development, and as the
Student Judicial Coordinator,
I feel that I have the experience necessary.

for SGA vice-president, and
my answer can only be because I do not like the way things are being done. Usually
the only way to change such
matters is to obtain a position of some relative power and
the office of vice-president
does have that potential.
One of the major problems
this past year in the SGA has
been a mismanagement of the
Student Activities fee. Unfortunately the SGA kept too large a sum for itself which It
cannot use. Either the SGA
must grow and expand its
programs with the college,
or this money must be cut
froms their budget and used
elsewhere where it could benefit the students.
Finally I would like to change the mood of the Student
Organization hopefully toward
an academic atmosphere, away from the playground where
they have come to play, toward a college community
where they can learn.
*************

T-shirt flirt... our curve
cued body shaper. All
the fashion news in a
few lines. Cling-close
top. Liberated swing of
skirt. A machine-wash
dream in cotton-polyester denim knit zazzed
with contrast stitchery.
Sizes 5-15

16 South Main
Harrisonburg

Mike Pierce
I have been asked by 'The
Breeze" why I decided to run

Mike Pierce

$20.00
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Pres. Views
Continued from Page 6
perlenced leaders who are
able to direct the representatives In specific areas of
student concern. In addition,
the Executive leaders must
be able to work well together,
must have a working knowledge of the College's decisionmaking processes, must have
the ability to generate enthusiasm within the Senate, must
hold a strong conviction that
SGA Is a worthwhile organization, must have the talent
to argue persuasively toward
administrative officials, and,
most Importantly, must embody the determination and deepfelt commitment to push Student Government out of its present hole of apathy and purposelessness.
The upcoming year is critical for SGA since It could
bring total destruction' or new
success for the organization.
SGA's purpose Is to benefit
students, so you voters are
faced today with an important
decision: which candidate has
the ability to put SGA back on
its feet?
Undoubtedly, achieving such
a goal is a monumental task
which will be accompanied by
severe frustrations and conflicts. Only a leader with the
proper experience, commit1 1/2 Miles South of
Harrisonburg, Va. on
Route 11 So.
iComplete Brunswick Bowling
Installation
[Automatic Pin Setters
Bowling Apparel and Supplies

Lempe Cont.
ment, and specific direction
will be able to accomplish the
feat. Concerning my opponents, I don't doubt their concern and desire to help, and
I admire their apparent willingness to do so. But all of
them are at severe disadvantages in that they are completely without previous experience In SGA. Learning the
workings of the systems at this college takes time, and SGA
needs a leader who is ready
to begin working on new programs immediately. In addition,
I question their motivation for
announcing their candidacy.
All year SGA meetings have
been widely publicized as open to all students, yet only in
the past two weeks have the
other candidates been present
at the meetings. It is only logical to assume that anyone
whose interest has been stirred so suddenly will likewise
lose his enthusiasm before
long.
I know what will be required of next year's President,
and I am confident that I have the strength and determination to fulfill the position successfully. I have some specific programs which I am ready to begin developing for
next year, and I am anxious
to start my term so that some
of these Ideas can gointoeffect
during the ver^first part of the
fall semester. Please express
your confidence in me by casting your ballot for Carol
Lempe.

I1

mi Mi Ww

Modern Snack Bar

Call 434-1721
Heniseeeeri

Teri Sue Ritchie
SGA Legislative Secretary

William Heisey
Many reasons go Into making
the decision to run for treasurer of SGA. It is difficult, sometimes, to differentiate between them all or to decide
which one was the most compelling.
First, as my major is Accounting, I have a natural inclination for the position of treasurer. Due to training, experience, and ability, I feel that
I can discharge the duties of
treasurer in an acceptable
manner. Also, it is a position
that I feel I would enjoy,
and one which does not lack
excitement.
Second, I have been interested In Student Government
throughout college having served as a senator, a member
of the Commission on Student Services, and a member

It's Harrisonburg s Most Unusual Stores

GLEN'S FAIR PRICE
STORE

GLEN'S GIFT

187 N. Main S».

95 S. Main St.
Gifts of Distinction

8 Track Stereo Tapes
$2.99 each
Virginia

Vkitoii

it for
Lovers

Robin Ferree
SGA Parliamentarian

3 Candidates Run Unopposed

UNUSUAL MERCHANDISE

Valley Lanes
BOWLING
TM MH

William Heisev
SGA Treasurer

CENTER

Home Owned Stores With
FRIENDLY PEOPLE TO SERVE
YOU AND SOLVE YOUR NEEDS

WE ROLL

of numerous committees within Student Government.
SGA could be more effective in the areas of educational reform, expansion of
facilities, and improvement
of the quality of education.
I feel that my financial, accounting, and Student Government experience will help me
to be effective in these areas.
Perhaps the most important
function of the treasurer is
to prepare an account of all
funds, and, by doing so, to
keep the SGA informed of its
financial condition. Effective
decision making requires this, and the integrity of SGA
demands it.
I pledge to give my all to
the fulfillment of this goal.

Robin Ferree
As everyone knows we, the
Student Government Association, have a new constitution.
I was a supporter of that constitution, and as Parllmentarlan it will be my duty to

GRAHAM'S
SHOE SERVICE
111 North Liberty Street
Heels while you wait
Free Parking
STORE OPEN
8-5 Mon.-Sat.
\ 8-8 Thurs.
434-102*

see that the constitution is held
to exactly in practice.
Secondary, it wll be my Job
to see that Senate meetings
are held in line with the new
constitution and according to
•Roberts Rules of Order*.
This leads me to my second
objective. This year as an SGA
Senator I noticed that the meetings were usually disorganized and disorderly. In addition, resolutions were introduced in meetings and the Senators were expected to vote
on them within a matter of
ten minutes at the most. The
quickness in making these
votes so fast leads to poor
representation. I propose to
work along with the Executive
Council to have the present system of order changed. In the
new system all resolutions
will be introduced to a committee first, then investigated
and reintroduced by the committee with its recommendation. This will give Senators
more time and information to
base their vote on.
In conclusion I will to my
very best and will always act
with all students in mind. Although I am running unopposed, I still need your vote.

Bridal Fashion Show
There will be a bridal
fashion show and muslcale
Tuesday, March 5, at 7:30
in Duke Auditorium.
The show is sponsored
by Sigma Alpha Iota in conjunction with the Bride's
House of Harrisonburg. Admission is 50?.

WRANGLER DAYS
WRANGLER
STRAIGHT-LEG JEANS
R.g $«.5o Reduced to $6.99

THE STOCKADE BRING!
NEW YORK STYLE
PIZZA
TO HARRISONBURG

434-1611

434-1001

WRANGLER DENIM SHIRTS
fai.«s t. $9.oo Reduced to $6.98
WRANGLER PILE LINED
DENIM JACKETS
|ValMt to $17.00

Reduced to $10.95|

THE
BODY SHOP
The Purple Building
66 E. Market St. Harrisonburg
OPEN Thurs. & Fri. Nites
Ll'.Q?_ ■OFFER GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
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WCC Third Birthday
The Warren Campus Center
will be three years old and
will be celebrating It's birthday the week of March 18-22.
The Bookstore, Bank, Snack
Bar and the Campus Program
Board have donated some prizes which will be given to the
lucky students, faculty or staff
member having his or her
name drawn in the 12 Noon daily drawings. The drawings
will be held at the Information
Counter at the Campus Center
but you do not have to be present to win. (Only one win per
person.)
The Campus Center is named
in honor of a former Dean of
Madison College, Percy H.
Warren. The Center was officially opened on March 19,
1971 at a cost exceeding $2.2.
million. It is a sophisticated
attempt to serve the daily needs of the campus community,
students, faculty, administration, alumni and guests. The
62,000 square feet of space
was funded by general obligation bonds which are amortized by the income from the
facilities in the Center and by
student fees.
The facilities in the Campus
Center include the Restaurant,
Ballrooms, Meeting Rooms,
Faculty Lounge, General Lounge, Study-Lounge, Telephones, Recreation Area, Coat
Rooms, Student Government,
Honor Council, Student Publications, Greek Offices, Programming Office, Directorate
Offices, Bookstore, Bank, Post Office, Print Shop, Lost and
Found, and a Notary Public.
Listed below are the prizes
that will be awarded.
MONDAY
VIRGINIA NATIONAL BANK
1 -$5 gift certificate (redeemable at the Bookstore)
1-Coin Bank
1-Purse Pac

CAMPUS CENTER SNACK
BAR
2-$5 gift certificates (redeemable at the Snack Bar)
BOOKSTORE
l-$3.00 gift certificate &
20% off on Faberge and Brut.
Your name and favorite number imprinted free on any
jersey purchased at regular
price.
FREE grooming kit to first
50 customers with $1.00 purchase.
CAMPUS PROGRAM BOARD
2-Tickets to Wednesday night
movies for remainder of semester.
2-Tickets to "Three Dog Night", March 23rd.
4-Tickets to Hanneford Circus, March 24th.
2-Tickets to concert in April, (tba)
l-$5 gift certificate (redeemable at Leggett)
TUESDAY
VIRGINIA NATIONAL BANK
l-$5 gift certificate (redeemable at the Bookstore)
1-Purse Pac
1-Coin Bank
SNACK BAR
2-$5 gift certificates (redeemable at the Snack Bar)
BOOKSTORE
l-$3.00 gift certificate & 10%
off on clothing, Art Paints,
and Linen Canvas. FREE letter opener to first 50 customers with $1 purchase.
CAMPUS PROGRAM BOARD
2-Tickets to Wednesday night
movies for remainder of ser
mester
2-Tickets to "Three Dog Night" Concert, March 23rd.
4-Tickets to Hanneford Circus, March 24th.
2-Tickets to concert in April, (tba)
l-$5 gift certificate (redeemable at Leggett)

WEDNESDAY
VIRGINIA NATIONAL BANK
l-$5 gift certificate (redeemable at Bookstore)
1-Coin Bank
1-Purse Pac
SNACK BAR
2-$5 gift certificates (redeemable at Snack Bar)
BOOKSTORE
l-$3.00 gift certificate & 10%
off on Jewelry, greeting cards
and posters. Name and number imprinted FREEon any
jersey purchased at regular
price.
FREE Cartridge Pen to first
50 customers with $1.00 purchase.
CAMPUS PROGRAM BOARD
2-Tickets to Wednesday night
movies for remainder of semester.
2-Tickets to "Three Dog Night* Concert on March 23rd.
4-Tickets to Hanneford Circus, March 24th.
,
2-Tickets to concert in April, (tba)
l-$5 giftcertificate(redeemable at Leggett)
THURSDAY
VIRGINIA NATIONAL BANK
l-$5 gift certificate (redeemable at Bookstore)
1-Purse Pac
1-Coin Bank
SNACK BAR
2-$5 gift certificates (redeemable at Snack Bar)
BOOKSTORE
l-$3.00 gift certificate & 10%
off on Ceramics and Glasswear. FREE Grooming Kit to
first 50 customers with $1
purchase.
CAMPUS PROGRAM BOARD
2-Tickets to Wednesday night
movie for remainder of semester.
2-Tickets to "Three Dog Night* Concert on March 23rd.
4-Tickets to Hanneford Circus, March 24th.
2-Tickets to concert in April, (tba)
l-$5 gift certificate (redeemable at Leggett)
FRIDAY
VIRGINIA NATIONAL BANK
l-$5 gift certificate (redeemable at Bookstore)
1-Purse Pac
1-Coln Bank
SNACK BAR
2-$5 gift certificates (redeemable at Snack Bar)

BOOKSTORE
S.G.A.
l-$3.00 gift certificate & 10%
Free Coffee and Donuts, each
OFF ON Clothfng. Name and
morning
March 18-22.
number printed FREE on any
Free
Dance,
Friday, March
jersey purchased at regular
22,
In
WCC
Ballroom.
(Live
price. FREE key chain to firBand,
Beer
and
free
popcorn.)
st 50 customers with $1.00
purchase.
CAMPUS PROGRAM BOARD
Grand Prize: 1 Sheaffer Ch"Mr. Fingers* in Campus
rome Ballpoint Pen & Pencil
Center Lounge, Monday & TuSet
esday, March 18 & 19. "Mr.
Fingers* in WCC Ballroom
CAMPUS PROGRAM BOARD
Tuesday night. (No Charge)
2-Tickets to Wednesday night
movies for remainder of semester.
2-Tickets to "Three Dog Night* Concert, March 23rd.
4-Tickets to Hanneford Circus, March 24th.
2-Tickets to concert in April (tba).
l-$5 gift certificate (redeemable at Leggett).
Grand Prize: l-$25 Cash
Prize
VIRGINIA NATIONAL BANK
Free Suckers All Week
BOOKSTORE
"Wooden Nickel* given with
$1.00 or more purchase.
"Wooden Nickel* redeemable
at Snack Bar for coffee or toward 15? drink.

GAME ROOM
Billiard Play, one-half price
all week March 18-22.
Foosball tournament, March
20th, 6:00 p.m., South Ballroom.
Warren Campus Center Spring
Break Hours:
Friday, March 8—Building
Closes at 10:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 9— 8:00
a.m.-6:00 a.m.
Sunday, March 10—Building
Closed
Monday, March 11 to Friday
March 15—8:00 a.m.-5:00
p.m.
Saturday, March 16—Begin
regular hours

Please Fill In The Blank Below And Return To Box M-15
By Friday, March 15.
WCC Birthday Coupon
NAME
P.O. BOX NUMBER ...
TELEPHONE NUMBER
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Successful Year Seen
For Madison Golfers
By BYRON MATSON
The so called "major sports" football, baseball and
basketball take up most of
the copy In the sports section and continuously rake In
the greatest amount of publicity. Some people, do not
even know that iladlson College has a golf team, not
Just a golf team but a good
golf team. Last year the team
complied an outstanding record and received an Invitation
to the national championships
in California.
This year the same team
is back and there is not a
senior among them. Led by
All-American Donald'-'Movers
the team is expecting to do
well again and they have already received a bid to this
year's nationals to be held
at the University of South
Florida in Tampa. This is
quite an honor considering that
the season has not even started.
Returning with Movers are
starters Stanley Gray and Ed
Olmstead. Both are steady
players who will be fighting
it out for the number two
spot. Ed broke the school
record last fall, shooting a
5 under par 67 at Spotswood
Country Club, the Duke's

Captain Steve Howell attempts a put for the Duke's
golf team.
__«^
^^^^
Fret^hecki g Accounts
♦ Student Loans
434-1331
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Rockingham National Bank
Harrisonburg . Weyers Cave • Grottoes
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CAMPING
HEADQUARTERS
52 E. Market St. Harrlsonburg,Va. 434-2378
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DOWNTOWN HARRISONBURG
Tues. March 5: 8:00pm WCC

North Ballroom
Starring: Anybody Interested
In Living Off Campus
Featuring: Apartments For Rent
Realtors
Legal Aspects
Budgeting
Sponsored By:
Student Affairs
Educational Programning

Richmond, George Washington University and Virginia
Comraonwewlth University.
Coach Balog Is presently putting together a tournament for
next fall to be held at Spotswood Country Club with Invitations out to such golf
powers as University of Maryland and Penn State.
Besides working on scheduling Coach Balog has been on
the recruiting trail which is
not an easy job without the
lure of scholarships. The
coach is expecting soon to
sign an outstanding high school player, Donald Dubyok
from Norwln High School In
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Presently
attending Madison is Mark
Pacacha, a transfer from
Youngs town State College.
Pacacha, also recruited by
Coach Balog, compiled a fine
record at Serra High School
in Pittsburgh. He Is working out with the team but is
ineligible to play until next
spring when he will be a sophomore. Coach Balog Is extremely confident in this
year's team of which he commented "We are anticipating
a great deal of success in
the golf program at Madison.

home course. Stanley is
known for being one of the
most consistent competitors
on the squad.
Other returning lettermen
are Phil Hagwood, Bill Adams
and John Fenton. All three
have competitive playing experience and will add depth
to the team. This year's
team captain is Steve Howell.
He is a transfer student from
North Carolina and has proven to be an outstanding player. Steve started for the
Dukes last fall and could move
up into one of the top three
positions this season. Two
other transfers, Bob Moore
and Byron Matson may also
see action this spring. Rounding out the squad is the
lone freshman, Gary "Rookie" Howard.
Gary was
seeded number one at Liberty High School In Bedford
last year and hopes, to see
some action this year also.
Coach Andrew Balog has
worked extensively to upgrade
the golf schedule to include
major colleges and universities. This year's schedule
includes such schools as Old
Dominion, University of Virginia, Virginia Military, Virginia Tech, University of

Dukes Place 3rd in State
By MIKE GRAHAM
The Madison track team
placed third in a field of
eight teams in the state Indoor trackmeet held last
weekend in Lynchburg. Hampton Institute captured first
place In team competition with
52 points.- Lynchburg was second with 40, and the Dukes a

STOP!!!
ask yourself...
"Where Will I Be and
What Will I Be Doing S
Years From Today if I
Continue What I Am
Doing Now?"
We have 3 salts positions to
fill which can develop into
MANAGEMENT for tha right
parson.
• Attend 2 weeks Sales Training School at our Sales
Training Canter, expenses
paid.
•Be guaranteed $800-51000
a month to start
• Ba given the opportunity
to advance rapidly into
MANAGEMENT.
TO QUALIFY:
• Must ba Sportsminded
• Age 21 or over
• Ambitious - dependable
• High School Graduate or
better
• Own good car
For tha right parson, this is a
lifetime career opportunity
with an international group
of companies. For personal
and confidential interview,
please sand resume with both
home and school telephone
number. WRITE TODAY for
your career interview. DO IT
NOW! ! !

P. O. BOX 4613
RICHMOND, VA. 23229

In 880, and Ed Rice, Bill Walton, John Hilton, and Tom Donalson with a fourth In the mile
relay.

not too distant third with 37.
Madison trackmen set five
new school records In the
meet: Jay Seager In 35 lbs.
hammer (2nd place) - 341/2
feet, Gill Bland In Long Jump
(1st place) - 21 feet 1 Inch,
Chris Mc Donald In mile (3rd
place) -4:25, John Brentlinger
In shot put (3rd place) 41 feet,
Jerome Davis In triple Jump
(2nd place) - 43 feet 8 Inches.

Coach McMlllln said after
the meet that he was pleased
with the teams effort, and he
noted that the Dukes could
have placed second had It not
been for Injuries and Illness.
The Duke's next trackmeet
will be March 21 against Washington and Lee In an outdoor meet on Madison's new
Tartan track.

Others placing for Madison
were: Jerome Davis with a
fourth place In high Jump, Brent Good with a second place

ANTIQUES
Vvitty tf Htm
of fh«

Corner
Cupboard
293 So. High St.
Dead End Street
434-6529

Eddie Hayden
i Hobby Shop
■

: 42 W. Bruce St.
\
Electric Shavers and
:

Small Appliances Repaired

*
'.

A Complete Hobby Shop

434-7271

$5.00
KEEZEL BUILDING ON MAIN STREET
ACROSS FROM ELBOW ROOM
Karen Miller
OPERATORS Darlene Atkins

Barbara Blosser
Patty Warble
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The Intramural Scene

By Chuck Lockard

Space Cowboys and Devils
Advance to School Finals

Ginger Burton

Ping-pong Tourney Held
On Sunday, February 24,
the Recreation Committee
of the Campus Program Bo-,
ard and the Women's Recreation Association sponsored
a ping-pong; tournament for
all Madison girls. The tournament was held In the South
Ballroom of the Warren Campus Center from 1:00 to 3:00
p.m.
Approximately 25-27
girls competed on the seven
ping-pong tables set up In the
ballroom for the single eli-

mination tournament. Although the competition was stiff,
Ginger Burton emerged as the
champion, while Jenl Horn
was close behind with second
place. Atrophy was awarded
to the champion of the tournament. The Recreation Committee and the W.R.A. would
like to thank all of the girls
who participated In the tournament and hope to have another
successful tournament next
year.

Madison Hosts Tourney
This weekend the Madison
women's basketball team will
host and participate In the
A.I.A.W, Region n Basketball
Tournament. The first round
of the tournament will begin
at 10 a.m. Friday, with Madison facing the University
of Tennessee-Knoxvllle on court #1, and Tennessee Tech
facing William and Mary on
court #2.
Madison takes a 16-1 record
into the tournament and Is led
by freshman Katherine Johnson, who is averaging 13 points and 13 rebounds a game and
who was named to the All-Tournament team in the recent
state tournament.
Games will be played at 10
a.m., 12 noon, 4 p.m., 6 p.m.
and 8 p.m. on Friday. On Saturday, the semifinals of the
championship round will be
played at 10 a.m. and the semi-finals of the consolation

round will begin at 12 -noon.
The winner of the consolation
round will be decided in a game at 5 p.m. Saturday; a game
determining third and fourth
place in the tournament will
also be played at that time.
The Championship game begins at 7:30 Saturday night.
The winner will advance to the
National Tournament being
held at Kansas State University this month.

The Space Cowboys of A
League and the Devils of F
League advanced to the finals
of the school championship
playoffs as a result of victories In Godwin Gym last
Sunday night.
The Space Cowboys rolled
over Logan 2B 65-34 in the
first game of the night. Logan
scored first on a basket by
Bill Covey and even held a
6-4 lead after the first few
minutes. But the Space Cowboys, led by George Tollver
and Steve Hodelstat, stormed back outscoring Logan 16-0
to take a 20-6 lead. The Space
Cowboy's tenacious defense
forced numerous Logan turnovers which led to a 35-13
half-time score.
The Space Cowboys ripped
off ten straight points In the
second half before Benny
Renwlck's steal and layup
connected for Logan. Both

teams played fairly evenly
the rest of the way as the
Space Cowboys seemed content to hold on to a thirty
point lead.
Steve Hodelstat led the Space Cowboys with 22 points
while George Tollver and
Bill Watts added 13 apiece.
Bill Covey led Logan with
eight points.
The Devils had a harder
time with the/Truckers of
E League and' had to scrap
for a slim 45-44 victory. The
Devils led most of the way
but were not able to manage
more than a six point lead
at any one time during the
first half. The Truckers,
however, played scrappy ball
and took the lead 22-21 with
two seconds remaining In the
first half.
The second half was much
the same as the Devils took
a six point lead only to see

It dwindle to three points with
less than a minute remaining.
The Truckers hit the last
basket of the game with two
seconds left, but it was not
enough as the Devils won
45-44.
Barbe led the Devils with
22 points and Doleskl added
13. Withers scored 18 for the
Truckers and Johnson chipped
In 10.
The finals of the school
championship were played
Monday night and the scores
could not be in before press
time. However, Judging by the
quality of play exhibited Sunday night, the Devils could be
In for a long night.

Softball
There will be a Softball
meeting at 6:00 on March 21
In 341 Godwin. AU team representatives must attend and
bring tentative rosters.

Notices: Frisbee, Water Polo, Riding Club
The Recreation Committee
of the Campus Program Board
is sponsoring a Frisbee tournament to be held on the astroturf Saturday, March 23
from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. There
win be approximately five to
eight events regulated through
the National Frisbee Association. Each event will enable
contestants to earn points with
the highest number of points
determining the winners. Prises will be awarded to top five
winners. Lightweight Frlsbees will be supplied with student I.D., but students are urged to bring their own frisbee
If available. Interested students may register at Information Desk In Warren Campus Center.

Inner tube water poloDeadline for team sign up
Is March 6 at 6:30 p.m. intra murals will be run on Wednesdays at 6:30-7:30 p.m. Four men and four women comprise a team. Contact Miss
Mills—Tel. No. 6510.

Riding Club will be organising on Wednesday, March 6 at 6:30 in Godwin. Open
to both men and women. If interested, contact Mrs. Geil—
Te. No. 6514 or Miss Prestridge.

Warner
Bicycle Co.
*

Featuring
FUJI, ATALA, NISHIKI
60 1/2 Elizabeth St.

SWAP SHOP
Used Furniture

ANTIQUES

COMPLETE LINE OF
CRAFT SUPPLIES INCLUDING
Red Heart Yarn
Macrame Supplies
Wooden Beads

Lamps A Bicycles
60 W. Market
434-8727

iimmminmtinminmnnmmttm
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travel counsellors, inc.
AUTHORIZED AGENT FOR ALL MAJOR AIRLINES,
STEAMSHIP LINES, TRAIN AND TOUR COMPANIES
434-1796
Call us for All Your Travel Needs
1774 S. Main St. H'burg

VALLEY HERITAGE
Midway Between
Madison College and
Harrisonburg High School
Open

;

riday Nights Until
<*'

♦ *

Financial Aid Office
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Christian Home

March Placement Office Schedule
Fauquler Co. Schs.
Warrenton, VA
Amherst Co. Schs.
Amherst, VA
U.S. Marine Corps
Covington City Schools
Covington, VA
Bedford Co. Schools
Bedford, VA
U.S. Marine Corps
Campbell Co. Schools
Rust burg, VA
Orange Co. Schools
Orange, VA
Henry Co. Schools
Martlnsvllle, VA
U.S. Marine Corps
Social Security Admin.
Fairfax Co. Schs.
Fairfax, VA
Leggett Stores
Prince George Co. Schs.
Prince George, VA
Franklin City Schs.
Franklin, VA
Goodyear Tire Co.
Colonial Hgts, VA
Philip Morris Inc.
Richmond, VA
Suffolk City Schs.
(Nansemond)
Suffolk, VA
Dow Badlsche Company
Wllllamsburg:, VA
Baltimore Co. Schs.
Towsend, MD
Clifton Forge City Schs.
Clifton Forge, VA
Brunswick Co. Schs.
Lawrencevllle, VA
Warren Rappahannock Co.
Schs.
Front Royal, VA

March 5

March 6

March 7

March 18
March 19

March 20

March 21

10:00

4:00

For Students

9:00

2:30

9:00
9:00

3:00
4:00

Six female students have been
residing In the Wesley House
during the current school year
as participants In an experimental program. The house is
located adjacent to the Rocklngham Memorial Hospital. This
venture, undertaken by the
Wesley Foundation of the United Methodist Church was established for the purpose of
creating a Christian home center for students at Madison
College.
Room and laundry is approslmately 80% of the campus fee
both during the summer and
academic year sessions. The
eight students to be selected as
residents at the center during
the 1974-75 school year will
occupy five bedrooms and have
two and a half baths available
when renovations are completed.

9:00 - 4:00
9:00 - 3:00
10:00 - 3:00
9:00

4:00

10:00

4:00

9:00- 3:00
9:00- 4:30
9:00 - 4:30
10:00 - 4:00
9:00 - 12:00
10:00 - 3:30
10:00 - 4:30
9:00 - 4:30

If you are Interested in applying for financial assistance
either for this summer or next
year, please come by the Fi•nanclal Aid Office, Varner
House, Room 202, as soon as
possible to obtain application
materials—Remember the
deadline for submitting applications for the 1974-75 academic year is April 1.

Those students wishing to apply for the Living-Learning
Center during either the summer or the 1974-75 academic
year are encouraged to" do so
by March 20. The early date Is
necessary to meet the April 1
housing deadline on campus.
Applicants will be advised on
March 25 with respect to the
disposition of their application. Complete information is
available by calling Mr. Charles R. Neatrour (6343). Persons of all Christian groups
may apply.

9:00 - 3:30
9:00- 4:40
9:00 ■4:00
10:00 -4:30
10:00 -4:00
9:00 -4:00

NOTE: Applications for State Teachers Scholarships for
1974-75 are not available at
this time. You will be notified
through "The Breeze" when
that material becomes available.
Regulations require students
to attend an exit interview before leaving school. If you are
meeting degree requirements
on March 8, or will Deleaving
to student teach the 4th eight
weeks and graduating May 12,
please contact Mrs. Johnson
in the Treasurer's Office, phone 6291, before leaving campus.

In October, the Office of
Financial Aid sent all freshmen application materials to
apply for the new federally
sponsored BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT. The deadline for submitting applications for this Program has been extended to April 1, 1974.
All Freshmen who have not
made application for this Program are encouraged to do so
as soon as possible. If you do
not have an application, stop
by the Office of Financial Aid,
Varner House. Room 202.

Located in Both
Mick or Mack Stores
E. Wolfe & Main St.
434-3625
We Specialize in Birthday
and Special Occasion Cakes
FREE DELIVERY

WERNER'S MARKET, INC.
Tubs and Pumps Furnished
Old Milwaukee A Schlitz Kegs
Cold Beer A Cold Wine
TOP VALUE STAMPS
915 South High Street
- Dail 434-6895

GOOD LUCK MADISON DUKES

Curtis Enterprises and New Era Records
present
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/pring Get Away
OVER $10,000 IN PRIZES TO BE AWARDED!
ENTER NOW!
YOU COULD WIN THE VACATION OF YOUR LIFETIME!

Grand Prize
Five, unfilled days - four fantastic nights at the posh "Pier 66 Motel" on the ocean at FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA!
First-Class round trip transportation from winner's location to FT. LAUDERDALE!
Honda rental bike during the duration of your stayl
Dinner for two at the fabulous "Pink Pussy Cat"!
Dinner for two at the 'Windjammer"
Dinner for two at "Pier 66" - the world's most fantastic supper club overlooking the beautiful blue ATLANTIC!
$100.00 credit account in your name at "She" - the swingingest singles spot in Florida! Top name entertainment seven days a week!
$50.00 credit account in your name at "The Button" - Lauderdale's leading after-hours club!
$100.00 cash - to spend as you please!

10 Each Second Prizes
Three days, two nights at Holiday Inn. on the ocean, at FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA.
Round trip transportation (from winner's location).
Dinner for two at The Windjammer."
$25.00 credit account in your name at "She."
,
$25.00 cash - to spend as you please.

"A^*
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1,000 Third Prizes
1.

Any one stereo LP or 8 track tape of your choice listed in the current New Era Records Catalog.

CURTIS ENTERPRISES - NEW ERA RECORDS

RULES AND REGULATIONS
1 Contest open only to bonalide students of an accredited college Of university
2 Winners will be selected by the W A Wilholt .Corporation, an independent judging
organization Winners will be selected at random and the decision of the lodges will be
final A list of all winners will be available upon written request to New Era Records
3 To register, print information in spaces provided on coupon —►
4 Enclose $1 00 for processing and handling Remit by cherk or postal money order only
PAYABLE TO 'NEW ERA RECORDS CEI "
5 Mail your registration to
NEW ERA RECORDS
264 E. PACES FERRY ROAD N.E
ATLANTA GEORGIA 30306

"I certify that I am a student at_

6 Entries must be postmarked NOT LATER THAN March 8th. 1974

Phone

V

(n«m« of tcnooi)
Name

Address

City

State

Zip

